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Executive Summary
The goal of this project is to examine case studies of land protection efforts in high-growth 
metropolitan regions and to understand how regions are coordinating efforts among a growing 
number of organizations involved in the process. While public efforts are still a driving force in 
conserving land for biodiversity, recreation, agriculture, or resource protection, private and NGO 
involvement has increased substantially. The number of operating land trusts in the United States 
increased by nearly 2,500% between 1950 and 2015.  More organizations participating in land 
protection can strengthen efforts; however, added complexity can produce negative side effects 
as well. Differing priorities, competition for limited funding, and a separation of planning and 
implementation responsibilities can limit the effectiveness of regional land protection efforts. 

This study uses four case studies to examine strategies, partnerships, and funding for land 
protection in high-growth metropolitan regions in the United States. The regions chosen for this 
study – Madison, WI, Savannah, GA, Charleston, SC, and Eugene, OR – were chosen due to their 
growth rates above the national average, similar populations, and increasing number of non-public 
entities involved in land protection. Interviews were conducted with organizations in each region 
asking about goals, partnerships, funding sources, strategies, and planning documents utilized for 
conservation. Five goals were identified from these interviews as common between the study areas 
and were used for this analysis: biodiversity, recreation, working lands protection, water quality, and 
protecting land with high development pressure.

Based on the interviews, four recommendations can be produced for regions to better coordinate 
land protection effort and address the goals discussed: 1) Create state and regional conservation 
plans to coordinate efforts among the various public and private entities in the region, 2) Public-
private partnerships should be designed to utilize the strengths of each partner throughout the land 
protection process, 3) Use overlapping organizational priorities to cultivate partnerships between 
entities that may otherwise have competing goals, 4) Utilize local funding sources to protect high-
development pressure land that may have lower conservation value, but higher accessibility to 
residents without access to cars.

Although the increasing number of actors in land protection can add complexity and the opportunity 
for less coordinated efforts, it can also contribute to more resilient efforts if organizations leverage 
partnerships effectively. The recommendations from these four case studies provide opportunities 
for creating effective partnerships to protect a region’s land and water resources. 
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Introduction
The goal of this project is to examine case studies of land protection efforts in high-growth 
metropolitan regions. Specifically, the project aims to understand how regions are coordinating effort 
among public agencies, private entities, and NGOs and how they are leveraging partnerships to 
better meet their stated land protection goals. 

Land protection in the United States serves numerous roles in realizing regional natural resource 
goals such as protecting biodiversity, recreational opportunities, cultural landmarks, water quality, 
and working lands. While public efforts are well-known, NGO and private entities are becoming 
increasingly involved in the process as well. The uniform conservation easement act of 1981 led 
to enabling of conservation easement use in many U.S. states, allowing for increased non-public 
participation in land protection1. Specifically, NGOs who hold conservation easements, such as land 
trusts, became more frequent as a result of this legislation. There were 53 land trusts in the U.S. in 
19502, increasing to 1,362 land trusts conserving 56,434,181 acres in 20153. 
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Another factor driving the growth of NGO and private 
entities in land protection is the need for conservation 
on private land. Conservation easements, being non-
possessory rights in land, allows for land protection on 
land owned by private individuals. A report by the Natural 
Resources Council of Maine4 states that 65% of all land 
in the U.S. is privately-owned. This suggests a need for 
incorporating privately-owned land into conservation 
strategies to more effectively achieve regional goals. 

While more organizations participating in land protection 
can strengthen efforts, added complexity can produce 
negative side effects as well. Differing priorities among land 
protection organizations can spread shared resources, 
such as grant funding, more thinly across a region. A study 
of 269 easements in six states found that conservation 
easements after 2000 had an increased number of stated 
purposes and were twice as likely to allow one residence 
and 2.5 times more likely to allow two residences5. A larger 
number of organizations can also lead to a separation of 
planning and implementation responsibilities and impact 
the degree to which protected land is aligned with regional 
conservation plans. 

Using four case study regions, this report produces recommendations for land protection strategies 
and partnerships in high-growth regions. Interviews are used to determine funding sources, 
planning processes, and key partnerships used to realize region-wide goals.
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Methods
Study Regions
Four CBSAs were chosen as case studies for this project. The study regions were chosen to 
represent small- to mid-size cities with population growth rates above the national average 0.7%6. 
Regions were also chosen based on availability of complete conservation easement data for the 
state. The national conservation easement database7 was used to find regions with private easement 
completeness over 75% and public easement completeness greater than 51%. This information was 
used to determine the share of acres acquired for protection by public agencies, private entities, and 
NGOs. Because this study is concerned with the rise of NGOs and private entities in land protection, 
regions were chosen that exhibited a large share of non-publicly protected land. Data on protected 
lands was retrieved using the protected areas database8. Federal, State, Local, and Designation 
lands were all considered public for this study. The four regions ultimately chosen were Madison, WI, 
Charleston, SC, Savannah, GA, and Eugene, OR.

All population and growth data retrieved from “Data USA.” Data USA. Accessed March 04, 2019. https://datausa.io/.

Strategies and Partnerships for Land Protection in High-Growth Metropolitan Regions A. Jeffers

See Appendix A for additional details 
on each of the four study regions.
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Biodiversity
Biodiversity goals in the regions studied included protection for specific habitats or species 
designated as high-priority. Based on the interviews, these goals had the greatest number of 
actors and strategies. One reason for this is that species and habitat goals were often incorporated 
into land protection efforts for each of the other goals. Therefore, there were an abundance of 
partnerships addressing biodiversity goals in the four regions studied. Federal programs associated 
with biodiversity goals were often focused primarily on working lands. Both the NRCS and US F&W 
offer funding and technical assistance for farmers to incorporate conservation practices into their 
operations. Examples of these programs include NRCS’s Environmental Quality Incentives Program 
(EQIP), Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP), Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program 
(CREP), and F&W’s Partners for Fish and Wildlife program.

Fort Stewart, outside of Savannah, offers an additional example of how biodiversity goals can be 
merged with other federal goals. The U.S. Military base is located within historical habitat of the Red-
Cockaded Woodpecker, a federally endangered species. Therefore the threat of military operations 
being interrupted due to ESA regulations offers motivation for the military to partner with NGOs 
and Georgia DNR to fund habitat restoration projects for the Red-Cockaded Woodpecker. These 
partnerships have resulted in the establishment of 300 nesting sites for the endangered bird9.

State involvement in land protection for biodiversity was significant for both funding and planning. 
States offered the most biodiversity specific funding sources, including the Oregon Watershed 
Enhancement Board (OWEB) grants funded through lottery revenue and the Georgia DNR state 
wildlife grants funded through non-game license plate sales and income tax check-offs. State 
conservation plans, such as SWAPs or the Oregon Conservation Strategy, tended towards coarse-
level planning that focused on the state as a whole instead of specific geographic or content areas. 
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 Interviews
Interviews were conducted with organizations involved with land protection efforts in each of the four 
regions. Organizations were identified through online searching of land protection efforts in the region 
and by asking each interviewee for additional contacts. Organizations were contacted by email and 
interviews were conducted either by phone or in person. Each interview was conducted using the 
same list of questions to guide the conversation (See Appendix B for list of questions). Notes were 
typed by the interviewer throughout the conversation. Afterwards, interviews were coded based on 
identifying the following key pieces of information from each interview: goals, partnerships, funding 
sources, strategies, and plans.

Goals
While individual entities may have more varied or specific goals, five emerged as common to the 
regions and were used for this analysis: biodiversity, recreation, working lands protection, water 
quality, and protecting land with high development pressure. See Appendix C for more information on 
the organizational landscape for each of the five goals. 
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Recreation 
Protecting land for public access and recreational opportunities includes any areas open to the 
general public for either consumptive use, such as hunting or fishing, or non-consumptive uses, such 
as running or birdwatching. These goals provide the most opportunities for partnerships among the 
goals explored. Providing recreational access to protected lands allows for engagement of entities 
and organizations with varying interests such as hunting, wildlife viewing, and transportation. This can 
be leveraged to increase private funding and opportunities for public grants beyond those intended 
for conservation. For example, interviewees in the Madison region of the study noted the importance 
of the DOT’s Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) in funding projects that allowed for multi-use 
paths. Public access is also required for some public grants, including Wisconsin’s Knowles-Nelson 
Stewardship Grant and Charleston County’s Greenbelt Fund. 
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These plans were used to identify general habitat and species priorities for the state.

Local and county funding or planning for biodiversity was often in combination with strategies focusing 
on public access. Funding sources generated by local municipalities and counties included bond 
measures, tax levies, and development impact fees. The plans produced by these entities - including 
comprehensive plans, Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans (CORPs), and park plans - were 
also focused primarily on public access. Although these funds and plans were typically used for public 
access land protection, partnerships with state and NGO entities provided opportunity to leverage 
local resources for biodiversity. An example of this is the Rivers2Ridges partnership in Oregon. This 
partnership consists of state, local, and NGO partners and combines oak savanna and wetland 
conservation with recreation and education goals to form a connected corridor of protected land in the 
Eugene metropolitan area. 

Biodiversity also represented the highest involvement of NGO actors among the five goals. While 
NGO contribution to land protection funding sources was limited to private donations, the national 
NGO The Conservation Fund offered a unique addition to the funding landscape. The Conservation 
Fund offers conservation loans for projects that are unable to secure funding through other sources. 

Since these are loans, however, 
the receiving entity is required to 
pay the loan back in full. While 
NGOs interviewed did not contribute 
significantly to creation of additional 
funding sources, their involvement in 
plan creation was significant. Plans 
created by NGOs and in partnership 
with them were narrower in focus than 
state plans. These plans, such as the 
Willamette Synthesis Map produced 
by TNC, tended to focus on specific 
geographic areas, habitat types, or 
species.
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Additional opportunity for partnership is due to a blending of goals for NGOs and public entities. While 
NGOs may have more issue-specific goals, such as hunting for Ducks Unlimited or river conservation 
for the McKenzie River Trust in Eugene, municipalities may have broader goals surrounding 
economic development and quality-of-life improvements. An example of organizations leveraging this 
opportunity for partnership can be seen through the Ice Age Trail Alliance in Wisconsin. The Ice Age 
Trail Alliance’s mission revolves around the creation of a fully connected statewide hiking trail using 
both public land and access easements on private land. To achieve this goal, they work closely with 
municipalities to include trail corridors in their comprehensive plans and CORPs, as well to become 
designated trail communities. The economic benefit of increased tourism for these municipalities adds 
incentive for these municipalities to collaborate with the trail alliance. 

One strategy used widely by municipalities for protecting land for public access is development 
impact fees or dedication requirements. Because of the impact of residential development on the 
need for public space, municipalities are able to require dedicated land from the developer for public 
parks, or a fee-in-lieu to be used by the municipality. The partnerships between municipalities and 
the Ice Age Trail Alliance have been able to leverage this land dedication to acquire land for trail 
connections within new residential developments. 

There are an abundance of plans that are used for public access land protection because of the wide 
range of interests involved. Municipalities include planning for public access in comprehensive plans, 
park plans, and CORPs. NGOs, both locally and nationally, participate in the creation of regional 
corridor plans that blend land protection, transportation, and recreation. Examples of this include the 

Ice Age Trail Alliance corridor plan and the East Coast Greenway plan.
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Working Lands Protection
Working lands, including agriculture and forestry lands, can represent important aspects of regional 
conservation efforts. For example, Vesper Sparrow protection efforts near Eugene have focused on 
partnerships with grazing operations to maintain suitable habitat. Many of these efforts have utilized 
federal agricultural support systems offered by NRCS and US F&W. These programs offer funding 
and technical assistance to make conservation on working lands financially viable for independent 
operators that may be threatened by rising land values. Examples of these programs include NRCS’s 
EQIP, CSP, CREP, Agricultural Land Easement (ALE) grants, and Fish & Wildlife’s Partners for Fish 
and Wildlife program. 

Strict zoning laws, as well as UGBs and Greenbelts, can also contribute positively to the protection of 
working lands by keeping land values down due to restricted development. There were a relative lack 
of working land protection plans discussed in the interviews; however, general county and municipal 
comprehensive plans can incorporate these zoning regulations to support working land protection 
efforts. 
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Partnerships between municipalities and 
NGOs were also present in working lands 
protection in the study areas. A partnership 
between the Town of Dunn, located 
outside of Madison, WI, and Groundswell 
Conservancy highlight this well. The Town of 
Dunn utilizes a property tax levy, along with 
NRCS ALE grants, to purchase development 
rights of farms within the Town. Groundswell 
Conservancy partners with the Town to 
complete acquisitions and holds a majority 
of the easements. Overall, the voluntary 
program has resulted in over 30 easements 
held by Groundswell, and an additional six 
held by the Town10. 

Another unique partnership is between the 
U.S. Military at Fort Stewart and surrounding rural counties. Fort Stewart is involved with protecting 
land around their property within the Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) to prevent development of 
uses that may prohibit army-related actions at the fort. Fort Stewart has worked to be involved with 
county planning efforts to maintain rural uses of lands within the ACUB. They also allocate NRCS 
Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP) funds and Department of Defense’s Readiness 
and Environmental Protection Integration (REPI) funds to support working lands within the ACUB.

Public access to protected lands presents a potential challenge for funding working lands protection. 
Some funding opportunities, such as the Knowles-Nelson Stewardship Fund in Wisconsin, require all 
funded properties to allow for hunting, fishing, trapping, cross-country skiing, and hiking. Additionally, 
the greenbelt fund in Charleston County, SC also requires public access for funded properties. This 
requirement can be prohibitive if the goal is to protect working lands, but allow properties owners to 
maintain the right of exclusion in their bundle of rights.

Photo by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service - Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 
2.0)
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Water Quality
Land protection efforts to facilitate water quality benefits, such reducing agricultural and urban 
stormwater runoff, provided the most public-private partnerships among the five goals. These 
partnerships tend to leverage funding from public entities with a stake in water quality, such as 
municipalities and public water utilities, to fund land protection efforts by NGOs or other community 
organizations. Planning and funding responsibilities in these partnerships tend to be held by public 
entities; however, TNC created the watershed priority index map for the Savannah River Clean Water 
Fund, a public private partnership in Georgia. Implementation of the plans is often completed by land 
trusts, conservation districts, or other locally-based community groups. 

A good example of a public-private partnership for land protection to meet water quality goals is the 
Pure Water Partners program in Eugene, OR. The partnership was started by Eugene Water and 
Electric Board (EWEB) as a way of addressing water quality in the McKenzie River, the source water 
for EWEB. They received grant money from the US Endowment for Forestry and Community to do 
land protection and riparian restoration along tributaries in the watershed. EWEB created a map of 
frequently inundated properties in the watershed for the source water area and sends annual mailings 
to property owners. Money is then provided to land trusts, a soil and water conservation district, 
and a watershed council to work with interested landowners. Land can then be protected through 
permanent conservation easements held by the local land trust, or revocable 15-20 year easements if 
the property owner does not want a permanent easement. See figure 111 for visualization of the Pure 
Water Partners organization.

Figure 1, EWEB Pure Water Partners Organizational Structure. Partner acronyms are University 
of Oregon (UO), Lane Council of Governments (LCOG), Metropolitan Wastewater Management 
Commission (MWMC), US Forest Service (USFS), Cascade Pacific Resource Conservation

Strategies and Partnerships for Land Protection in High-Growth Metropolitan Regions A. Jeffers
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The state of Oregon demonstrates a unique structure for land protection and restoration projects in 
watershed throughout the state. The OWEB is a state organization funded through lottery ticket sales 
that provides grant funding to local watershed councils throughout Oregon. The watershed councils 
are community organizations that do landowner engagement, education, and restoration projects 
within their watershed. Because OWEB contributes a significant amount of funding to watershed 
enhancement projects, including land protection, many local governments and NGOs partner with 
watershed councils on land protection projects. This has a dual benefit of leveraging state funding 
for land protection that benefits watershed goals and leveraging the community resources of the 
watershed councils themselves for landowner engagement and buy-in.

High Development Pressure Properties
Land values in high-growth CBSAs have potential to rise much higher than similar land with less 
associated development pressure. This presents challenges for funding protection in areas most 
accessible to residents of urban areas. In the four regions studied, addressing land-value rise due 
to development pressure was funded mostly through local and county government. Both NGOs 
and state agencies providing grant funds discussed the challenge for creating competitive grant 
applications for small, expensive properties. Therefore, other sources of funding were more likely 
used for pursuing these types of projects. Municipalities, such as the City of Eugene and Charleston 
County, utilize property or sales tax initiatives to fund conservation projects. Local government can 
also utilize development regulations to acquire land or easements in high-growth areas. Development 
impact fees, permittee responsible mitigation, and land dedication are all examples of development 
requirements used by municipalities in this study.

Strategies and Partnerships for Land Protection in High-Growth Metropolitan Regions A. Jeffers

One example of an innovative approach to 
protecting high development pressure property 
is the use of a flexible easement. For a project 
in Charleston, SC, 800 acres of a 1,300 acre 
easement held by the city were allowed to retain 
development rights; however, these 800 acres 
were not geographically specified. Therefore, as 
development pressure changes in this area, the 
property owner has flexibility on which portion of 
the property is developed. These 800 acres were 
not included for tax deduction benefits, but made 
the project as a whole more appealing to the 
landowner. This flexible easement was part of a 
larger 5,000 acre project. 

Additional support for land protection in high-
growth rural areas can be found in agricultural 
support programs provided by NRCS. These programs can be vital resources for keeping sustainable 
agriculture financially viable as land-values rise. These programs can also provide technical support 
to farm-owners, enhancing their soil and water conservation efforts on their land. 

Adequate planning was also discussed as important to protecting high-growth land. Local municipality 

Photo by JimFlix! - Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic 
(CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)



plans, such as CORPs and comprehensive plans, as well as county-level park plans were both 
discussed in the interviews. These plans allow for the forward-thinking land protection efforts 
that protect land before they become prohibitively expensive. Inclusion in a plan can also provide 
justification for funding smaller, more expensive projects.

Recommendations
Based on the interviews, four recommendations can be produced for regions to better coordinate 
land protection effort and address the goals discussed above:

 Utilize and create regional plans

The utilization of state and regional conservation plans can be vital to ensuring well-coordinated land 
protection efforts among a large number of involved entities. Using plans to dictate grant funding can 
ensure that projects are well aligned and generate additional benefits from better integration. 

 Integrate organizational strengths into partnerships

Public-private partnerships allow each partner to leverage their strengths in achieving common 
goals. The interviews indicated that public entities were most often involved in generating funding 
sources and creating regional plans. NGOs and community-level organizations, however, were 
better suited for utilizing these funds in some circumstances to engage with landowners and 
execute land acquisition deals. The responsibility of holding of easements and land differed between 
projects, likely based on organizational capacity. 

 Build partnerships around overlapping priorities

Many effective partnerships were formed by interviewed organizations by leveraging overlapping 
priorities. Examples include Fort Stewart funding land protection inside the ACUB surrounding 
their operations, the Ice Age Trail Alliance partnering with municipalities to leverage residential 
park dedication requirements to improve connectivity of regional trails, and the EWEB Pure Water 
Partners program to fund NGO land protection efforts that doubled as source water protection for 
Eugene. 

 Utilize municipal funding for protection of highly accessible land

Interviewees discussed difficulties associated with receiving grant funding for small, expensive 
properties close to urban cores. However, these properties may be the most accessible to low-
income residents without access to cars. Therefore, it is important for municipalities to generate 
funding sources and land dedication requirements for new development that focus specifically on 
these types of properties. 
 

Strategies and Partnerships for Land Protection in High-Growth Metropolitan Regions A. Jeffers
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Conclusion
A region’s forests, prairies, and waters set the stage for its development of an identity as a 
community. It is where community members play, work, and deepen their connection with themselves, 
each other, and their environment. Although the increasing number of actors in land protection can 
add complexity and potential for less coordinated land protection efforts, it can also contribute to more 
resilient efforts if organizations leverage partnerships effectively. A diverse organizational landscape 
for land protection in a region provides varying goals and strengths, but efforts need to be effectively 
coordinated among actors to realize goals. Many challenges remain for land protection efforts in 
high-growth metropolitan regions; however, land protection organizations can learn from each other 
to continue improving practices to better meet their regional goals. The recommendations from these 
four case studies provide opportunities for planners and land protection advocates to create effective 
partnerships and leverage strengths to protect their region’s land and water resources. 
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Appendix A – Study Region Information

Groundswell Conservancy
Gathering Waters
Dane County Land and Water Conservation
Wisconsin DNR

Land Protection Organizations Interviewed:
Conservation Fund
Ice Age Trail
City of Madison Parks Department
Town of Dunn 

Madison, WI
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Land Protection Organizations Interviewed:
Conservation Fund
South Carolina Conservation Bank
Ace Basin Partnership

Charleston, SC

Lord Berkeley Land Trust
East Cooper Land Trust
Edisto Island Land Trust
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City of Savannah
Georgia Conservancy
Georgia DNR
Georgia-Alabama Land Trust

Land Protection Organizations Interviewed:
Georgia Coastal Conservation District
Savannah Clean Water Fund
Department of Defense, Fort Stewart

Savannah, GA
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City of Eugene
Coalition of Oregon Land Trusts
Eugene Water and Electric Board
McKenzie River Trust

Land Protection Organizations Interviewed:
Oregon Fish & Wildlife
Oregon NRCS
The Nature Conservancy
Oregon Watershed Enhancement 
Board

Eugene, OR
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1. Tell me about your organization and the role you play in land protection in (Insert Region 
Here)?

2. What are the major issues facing your region in regards to land protection? Is there a differ-
ence between goals of public vs non-profit vs private organizations?

3. Does your region have an overarching land protection strategy, such as environmental cor-
ridor plan or other similar document? If so, who develops and manages this?

4. Does the work of the various land protection players in your region tend to work towards an 
integrated goal? 

5. Do the various agencies and organizations working on land protection have well-defined 
roles in the region? Or is there overlap in the work being performed?

6. What types of partnerships are present in your region?
7. What are common tools for land protection used in your region?
8. Is there anyone else you would recommend I talk to?

Appendix B – Interview Questions
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Appendix C – Organizational Roles Table
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